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Maryland Bird Conservation Partnership 
Achievements and Future Goals 

 

The Maryland Bird Conservation Partnership (MBCP) has greatly benefitted from the match 
funding by MOS. Activities and achievements have involved MOS chapters throughout the state 
and helped address priorities actions for Species of Greatest Conservation Need (SGCN). Other 
actions have included working with MD counties to enhance habitat extension and protection. 

Achievements 

Among the achievements to date, the following may be highlighted: 

• The Bald Eagle Nest Monitoring Program has engaged 218 volunteers who have 
recorded more than 1100 nest visits. Many of these volunteers signed up after a 
presentation to their MOS chapter or a training workshop. 

• MBCP’s collaboration with Audubon Maryland-DC has provided information on the 
abundance of SGCN, especially Forest Interior Dwelling Species (FIDS). It has also helped 
with management plan revisions for Patapsco State Park tract and the Parkers 
Creek/American Chestnut Land Trust property. MD DNR is also utilizing IBA monitoring 
data from Idlywild WMA. 

• The Maryland Bird Observatory Network has linked three existing banding operations – 
Foreman’s Branch, Harford Glen, Jug Bay – and is working to establish the Maryland 
Coastal Bird Observatory. 

• MBCP and YMOS held the first-ever symposium in Maryland focused on bird 
conservation and youth. The symposium drew an over-capacity audience of 120, 
featured professional and YMOS speakers, and launched the Maryland Avian Research 
and Conservation Fund (MARC) for Youth. The MARC fund will provide small grants to 
youth in Maryland for research and conservation actions on SGCN. Another symposium 
is planned in 2020. 

• The MBCP Director has given presentations to 10 MOS chapters so far. The upcoming 
Breeding Bird Atlas has been in these presentations and has generated awareness of 
and interest in the Atlas project. 

• MBCP secured a grant from Cecil County government for bird monitoring at three 
County properties through June 2020. Members of Cecil and Harford Bird Clubs are 
involved in the project. Other county governments are being approached. 

• Bird City Maryland was launched to help build healthy and sustainable communities. 
MOS chapters are involved in several of the initial communities that will receive Bird 
City status. 
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Future Goals 

The following constitute activities over the next few years: 

• Continue to support YMOS and grow interest in conservation through the MARC Fund, 
symposia, and other programs. (Note: Educational activities cannot be funded with the 
federal funding received by Maryland DNR that is used to support MBCP.) 

• Implement a state-wide program to coordinate nest box programs for American Kestrel 
and Barn Owl, plus Chimney Swift towers. MOS and Audubon chapters in Frederick, 
Carroll, Montgomery, and Charles Counties are already participating. Funding 
opportunities exist, and proposals will be submitted. 

• Continue growing the Bald Eagle Nest Monitoring Program with a goal to have the 
program completely volunteer-run in 2020. We will also pursue the possibility of finding 
a program sponsor. 

• Grow the Bird City Maryland program. Funding sources for sustainable community 
initiatives is available and even increasing. We will be submitting applications to all 
funding sources we can find.  

• Continue to connect with Green Infrastructure planning at the county level. In addition 
to Cecil, we have begun discussions with Charles and Prince George’s Counties. Bird City 
Maryland will play a significant role with Green Infrastructure planning, and MBCP will 
focus on helping counties incorporate bird conservation into their plans. 

• MBCP will continue to seek out bird monitoring opportunities. The US FWS has indicated 
this is a huge gap in many of their restoration and other projects. New opportunities 
exist with a regional project to monitor bird migration. 

• Continue to grow IBA monitoring and seek out funding. MOS chapters are eager to help 
with this monitoring. 

The MBCP will continue to deepen relationships with the MOS and extend partnerships with 
conservation bodies and others concerned about the future of birdlife in Maryland and the 
region. 
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